
A Good Thing  
Just Got Better

VeriFone’s updated PINpad 1000SE improves on one of the industry’s 
best-selling PIN pads by making it more secure, easier to use, and 
more comfortable in hand – all while ensuring full compatibility with 
both the previous PINpad 1000se and NURIT 222 devices.

If you’re concerned with rising fraud, you’ll be glad to know that the 
new PINpad 1000se meets the latest security standards for PIN entry 
– effectively protecting you and your customers. But enhanced security 
is just the beginning.

As the volume of PIN-based transactions continues to grow, you’ll also 
want a device that keeps your checkout lines moving. The updated 
PINpad 1000se has a larger, highly readable graphics display and 
large, hard rubber numeric keys – plus function keys for special tasks 
– that enhance the device’s ease of use and minimize PIN entry errors. 
In addition, a new tapered design features a unique “grip zone” that 
reduces the chances of dropping.

Its UsB product option – for communications and power – simplifies 
cabling to help keep your counters clutter-free. The best part is you can 
use the new PINpad 1000se as a quick and easy replacement for either 
the previous version of the PINpad 1000se, or for the NURIT 222 – with 
no new software required.

so, if you thought the PINpad 1000se from VeriFone was a good choice 
before, it just got even better.

	 	Better	security	protection	and	complies	with	PIN	standards
	 	New	design	and	larger	graphics	display	is	easier	to		

use	and	handle
	 	Connects	with	a	variety	of	ECRs	and	POS	devices
	 	Fully	compatible	with	previous	PINpad	1000SE		

and	NURIT	222

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
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Features & Benefits

The Highest Security Available for Less Fraud

• PCI PeD approved to meet the latest standards for PIN entry security

• Provides the best protection against fraud for you and your consumers

Improved Ergonomics for Easier Use

• sleek design features innovative “grip zone” to reduce risk of dropping

• Larger, four-line display is very easy to read

• Intuitive key placement and large hard rubber keys simplify use

• Function keys can be programmed as “hot” keys for special tasks

•  enhanced graphics capabilities support larger fonts and languages with 
graphics-based character sets

• Optional privacy shield offers additional security protection for consumers

Backwards Compatibility and Simplified Implementation

•  Fully backward-compatible with the previous PINpad 1000se as well as the 
NURIT 222, so there’s no need to swap out existing payment devices or eCR 
applications

•  UsB option provides another way to connect to payment devices, PCs, and 
electronic cash registers (eCRs) – and also minimizes cabling and  
countertop clutter

•  Can be used with existing PINpad 1000 and PINpad 1000se cables, stands, 
and wall- or counter-mounting hardware
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Optional privacy shield offers additional  
protection for secure PIN entry.

Evolution Never Looked So Good

UsB product option simplifies cabling to help 
keep your counters clutter-free.


